County Lines/Gang Culture
LSCB - “Practice Points” Learning Scenarios
To be discussed in Team/Group Sessions – 15 minute discussion
The LSCB Learning & Development subcommittee invite you, in team meetings or during
group supervision, up to four times a year to discuss a child safeguarding issue. We
encourage responses to be included in your team minutes and forwarded to the
safeguarding lead within your organisation.
We hope that this is a way in which frontline staff across the city can explore some areas of
learning without the need to attend formal training. It should also highlight areas of further
learning.
We are happy to provide assistance with access to relevant learning materials
Consider the following question, and discuss…………………..

Felix is aged 13yrs, he has an older sibling called
Emma, who has been causing concerns at school
because she seems to be encouraging others into
meeting with an older male called “Stan”, Felix
has been noted to have suffered injuries to his
hands and on one occasion he told a friend that
he had been stabbed in his buttocks. There is an
unconfirmed report about Felix offering drugs to
another young person, also at the same school.

What would you do to assist this young person?

Points for discussion:

What further information
would you like from the
school or children?

How would you progress
this matter?

How would you assess
this risk?
Would you advise the family of
your concerns?

Do you require any further
information from other
agencies and how might
you obtain this?

What is your role in this
situation?

If you are leading this discussion here is information for you to investigate to assist with the
discussion:
Brighton LSCB
http://www.brightonandhovelscb.org.uk/
NCA
http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/publications/753-county-lines-gang-violenceexploitation-and-drug-supply-2016/file
Safer London
http://saferlondon.org.uk/
GOV.uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/criminal-exploitation-of-children-and-vulnerableadults-county-lines
Children’s Commissioner
https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/2017/11/07/shining-a-light-on-the-experiences-ofchildren-involved-in-gangs-in-england/

There may be other information available, and links to these maybe held within the information
above……

